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Just something to think about on a hot, summer day
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1 - Summer Time
Gentle breezes sway the leaves
Leaving behind the scents of tender moments
Often times such memories are forgotton
Locked deep within our hearts
The sun's reflection on the water's surface
Is something to behold
The same thing can be said of the moon
As its gentle glow surrounds the area.
Flowers take the time to bloom
Setting the scene for a relaxing day
Staring up at the stary sky
Offers one a chance to sleep peacefully.
Distant storms appear
With heavy rain and loud Thunder
Do not not feel scared of the sounds
Focus on the reality and enjoy the music
Times like these are often best with friends and family
Sitting together
Laughing together
Doing everything together
Times like this makes everything seem worthwhile
Do not let daily life strip away everything that is important
Realize that Summer isn't just a name or season
It is a time and place that is meant to be treasured.

2 - Fall
Thew weather cools down
The leaves change color
Time slowly advances
keeping everything ever so simple
Many Holidays come and many go
Still, it is fun to glance back
At everything that has been done
Let us look back and remember
Halloween
Halloween
Where is everyone?
Are they out and about?
Witches, Ghosts, and monsters
Are roaming the streets
Looking for Treats
Let us appease them by surrendering out Sugary confections

Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving
Where we give our thanks for what we have
We gather with family and catch up on old times
Delicious food has been prepared with care
Setting out on the table to be consumed.
As these holidays pass
They become pleasent thoughts and pleasent dreams.

3 - Winter
The fields are covered in white
Blanketed by the glistening snow
There is much fun to be had
With many mischevious friends
How can you not have fun?
Making Snowmen
Fighting in the Snow
Having such a wonderful time.
Christmas is drawing near
That means doing everything possible
To make friends and family happy
with or without gifts.
After the Holiday is over
You begin to wonder what the new year will hold
Will it be the same as last year
Or will it be different?
Now is the time to make your resolution and stick by it
Become a good person
Become a dear Friend
Most of all, become who you want to be
Keep warm
Be merry
Please Remember
What Winter is truly about.

4 - Spring
The Snow has melted
Flowers are blooming
Life is slowly renewing
This must mean Spring is here.
The weather is warm and fair
As is the wind that blows.
Just look around and see
The beauty of Mother Nature
Please be quiet as you listen
Listen to the Animals, The wind..
Mother Nature is a concert
Waiting to be admired
Life is reborn in this stage
Thus, Life is created.
Spring is the Alpha
The giver of Life
Run around in the tall grass
Especially barefooted
Treat yourself by enjoying your surroundings
And remember how it was to play around

And this is the end of the Seasonal Reflection!
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